Abstract-Recently, a fast and secure hash function SFHA -256 has been proposed and claimed as more secure and as having a better performance than the SHA -256. In this paper an improved version of SFHA -256 is proposed and analyzed using two parameters, namely the avalanche effect and uniform deviation. The experimental results and further analysis ensures the performance of the newly proposed and improved SFHA-256. From the analysis it can be concluded that the newly proposed algorithm is more secure, efficient, and practical.
INTRODUCTION
The hash function H accepts the variable-sized message M as input and outputs a fixed-size representation H(M) of M, which is sometimes called a message digest [1] . I.B. Damgard et.el., discussed the construction of hash functions and presented an efficient and much more secure scheme with the combination of RSA system with the collision free hash function based on factoring [2] . Hash functions for message authentications are proposed in [3] . A universal one-way hash function family is discussed in [4] .
SHA-1 is a cryptographic hash function published by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The three SHA algorithms are SHA-0, SHA-1, and SHA-2. The SHA-0 algorithm was not used in many applications. On the other hand, SHA-2 differs from the SHA-1 hash function. SHA-1 is the most widely used hash function. Several widely-used security applications and protocols are based on SHA-1. In 2005, security flaws were identified in SHA-1 [5] .
A prime motivation for the publication of the Secure Hash Algorithm was the Digital Signature Standard. The Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) is a United States Federal Government standard or FIPS for digital signatures. It was proposed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in August 1991 for use in their Digital Signature Standard (DSS). The ElGamal signature scheme is a digital signature scheme that is based on the difficulty of computing discrete logarithms. It was described by Taher ElGamal in 1984 [6] . The Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is a variant of the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) that uses Elliptic curve cryptography [7, 8] .
Recently, Hassan. M. Elkamchouchi et el., proposed a fast and secure hash function (SFHA -256) and claimed that SFHA-256 is more secure and that it has better performance than SHA-256 [9] . In the current study, an improved version of SFHA is proposed. Using two parameters, such as the avalanche effect and uniform deviation, the performance of the newly proposed algorithm is tested. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the review of secure and fast hashing algorithm. Section 3 discusses the improvement over SFHA. Section 4 presents the analysis between SFHA and the newly proposed improved SFHA and Section 5 contains the concluding remarks.
REVIEW OF SECURE AND FAST HASHING ALGORITHM (SFHA-256)
A hash function accepts the variable-size message m as input and produces a fixed-size hash code H(m), which is also called a message digest, as output. The hash code is a function of all the bits of the message and provides an error detection capability, where a change to any bit or bits in the message results in a change to the hash code.
In this section, we will describe SFHA-256 [9] . These are the basic notations: 
Input Block Length and Padding
The input message is processed by 512 bit blocks. SFHA-256 pads a message by appending a single bit 1 next to the least significant bit of the message, followed by zero or more bits of 0's until the length of the message is 448 modulo 512, and then appends the 64-bit original message length modulo 2 64 to the message.
Compression Function
The SFHA-256 overall compression function consists of two compression functions: function f, which is iterated in the cascade chain and function f `, which is iterated in the accumulation chain. The function f consists of two parallel branch functions Branch1 and Branch2. So, the (1) where M is the re-ordering of message words for the two branches as follows:
Constants
The compression function of SFHA-256 uses sixteen constants for Branch1, which are ordered as follows: β 0 = 428a2f98β 1 = 71374491 β 2 = b5c0fbcf β 3 = e9b5dba5 β 4 = 3956c25b β 5 = 59f111f1 β 6 = 923f82a4 β 7 = ab1c5ed5 β 8 = d807aa98 β 9 = 12835b01 β 10 = 243185be β 11 = 550c7dc3 β 12 = 72be5d74 β 13 = 80deb1fe β 14 = 9bdc08a7 β 15 = c19bf174
For Branch2 the order is reversed. By using these constants we achieve the goal to disturb the attacker who tries to find good differential characteristics with a relatively high probability. So, we prefer the constants that represent the first thirty-two bits of the fractional parts of the cube roots of the first sixteen four prime Step Functions:
The input registers of the k-th step is divided into eight 32-bit words:
At the k + 1 step the following computations are done
SFHA-256 is more dynamic in the sense that in the step function the input controls what happens in the algorithm. In other words, the shift rotations starts with strong constants then these change as the algorithm moves forward and this will cause more complexity for someone who is trying to create a collision rather than keeping them constant.
Shift Rotations
Initially for k = 0 the amounts of shift rotations are given as: s 1 = 5 , s 2 = 9 , s 3 = 3 , s 4 = 11 , s 5 = 8 , s 6 = 13 , s 7 = 7 , s 8 = 10.
Then for the k = 1, 2, 3 the values of the shift rotations depend on the input (the content of the registers) as follows: has no such provision.
• The SFHA-256 compression function consists of two parallel branches. This means that SFHA-256 can be implemented in hardware and it is difficult to analyze the two branches simultaneously.
• Unlike SHA-256, SFHA-256 does not use any boolean operations but only addition, XOR, and shift operations. This, in addition to reducing the total number of bit operation of the algorithm, distributes non-linearity among all blocks in a round.
Shortcomings
The following shortcomings were observed in the design of SFHA-256 that potentially pose a significant security threat to the algorithm:
• The use of branch function Branch1 in accumulation function f', which has already been used in cascade function f, which is an obvious repetition.
• The use of the ZPAD function to expand the compressed bits of fixed length of 256 bits to 512 bits always appends the identical bit pattern.
The performance to the changes would be tested using the following criteria:
• The avalanche test to ensure a change in at least 50% of the bits for change in one bit of input message. • The uniform distribution test to ensure minimum deviation from the ideal distribution of hashes of substantial numbers of random strings that have been distributed evenly among a fixed number of ranges.
IMPROVEMENTS

First Modification
The first modification consists of a change in the ZPAD function of the cascading chain. The ZPAD function is not recurrent as in SFHA -256. The padding for subsequent 512 bit message blocks is differing in the cascading chain. The padding consists of appending Z with a bit 1 and some 0's followed by the binary encoded representation of the length of Z to make it a block of b bits. The position of the bit 1 right shifts by one position recursively. This padding technique reduces the redundancy of padding function. The padded block is given as input in the accumulation chain.
Second Modification
The second modification consists of a change in the branch function of the accumulation Step Functions The input registers of the k-th step is divided into eight 32-bit words:
At the k + 1step the following computations are done:
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Shift Rotations Initially for k = 0 the amounts of shift rotations are given as: s 1 = 5 , s 2 = 9 , s 3 = 3 , s 4 = 11 , s 5 = 8 , s 6 = 13 , s 7 = 7 , s 8 = 10.
Then for the k = 1, 2, 3 the values of the shift rotations depend on the input (the content of the registers) as follows:
Step functions
Third Modification
The third modification consists of adding a second level to the accumulation chain, as shown in the figure given below. We use the same branch function here as in the second modification. This modification uses a modified version of the accumulation chain in which the new compression function, f`, which is used in the second modification, is applied in a manner to accept its output as feedback. The output from the first application of f` is fed back along with C i-1 to be processed again by f` the output of which is XORed with the original output.
RESULTS
The Avalanche Effect and the Uniform Distribution Test
The avalanche effect is a desirable property of a hash function that signifies the probability that the output bit of a hash result will change when a bit in the input is changed. A very high or low probability of change of bits is undesirable as it gives an attacker a high probability of whether a given bit changes or not with a change of one bit in the input. A 0% probability of change of output bit means that the hash output does not change when the input differs by a single bit. In the same manner, a 100% probability of change of output means that the bit is bound to reverse on change of input by a single bit.
Strict Avalanche Criterion:
The strict avalanche criterion (SAC) is a generalization of the avalanche effect. It is satisfied if, whenever a single input bit is complemented, each of the output bits change with a 50% probability. The SAC builds on the concepts of completeness and avalanche.
The following tables give the average value of the percentage of bits that flipped upon the change of one bit in an input message over different message lengths.
Uniform Distribution Tests:
SFHA has an output of 256 bit, so it has 2 256 possible hash value ranges from 0 to 2 256 -1. For a perfect uniform distribution for this output, the average value of the hash values equals [(2 256 -1)/2] 5.7896×10 76 . Practically, it is impossible to obtain a perfect uniform distribution hash algorithm. Instead, the less the deviation from the uniform distribution the more secure the algorithm is.
Input:
The input provided to obtain the following results was a string of length 32 containing the English upper case alphabet in order and recurring on end (i.e. "ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS TUVWXYZABCDEF").
For each message length, a substring of this string was provided starting from the first character. 
Future Work
The following areas can be pursued in the future to further improve upon the algorithm and its performance:
• Further modifications can be made to the ZPAD function or it could be completely replaced with another alternative expansion scheme.
• Different functions can be experimented with the accumulation, as in the second modification, to determine the most suitable candidate for the same.
• The running time that was increased due to a significant addition in the design scheme of the third modification can be decreased.
• The implementation of the hash function could be made to run in parallel instead of the serial order it currently follows.
• A comprehensive study of the performance of the email system utilizing the modified hash function can be made.
CONCLUSION
The analysis of the performance parameters that were recorded for the three modifications and the unmodified algorithm show that the modified algorithms have better characteristics as compared to the original unmodified Secure and Fast Hashing Algorithm.
From the data obtained experimentally and the subsequent analysis of the same, it can be conclusively said that the three modifications improve upon the original design of the SFHA-256 hashing algorithm.
